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Abstract: The origin of life has not been solved as yet, in spit of the time passage more than thirty 
years from publication of RNA world hypothesis by W. Gilbert (1986), which is based on the 
“gene/replicator--first” theory. On the contrary, I have proposed [GADV]-protein world 
hypothesis (GADV hypothesis), assuming that life emerged from [GADV]-protein world, which is 
grounded on the “protein/metabolism-first” theory. However, two weak points of protein world 
hypothesis, (i) protein cannot be produced without gene, and (ii) protein cannot be self-replicated, 
have been frequently pointed out by supporters of RNA world hypothesis. Then, I examined 
whether the two weak points could be overcome by GADV hypothesis or not. From the results, it 
was confirmed that (i) [GADV]-protein could be pseudo-replicated in the absence of gene owing 
to protein 0th-order structure or [GADV]-amino acids, and (ii) the replication ability is not always 
required from the beginning but it is sufficient to acquire it at some time point until the emergence 
of life. Thus, it was concluded that life emerged as [GADV]-protein world hypothesis, which is 
grounded on the “protein/metabolism-first” theory, expects.
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1. Introduction29

Problem about how life emerged on the primitive Earth, or about which is correct, the30
“gene/replicator-first” or “protein/metabolism-first” theory, was disputed for many years. The31
disputes continued until about 10 years ago [1-3]. After the disputes, actually since RNA world32
hypothesis was proposed by Gilbert [4] upon discoveries of ribozyme or catalytic RNA [5, 6],33
life-origin studies have been mainly carried out from standpoint of the “gene/replicator-first”. The34
reason is because it was considered by many researchers that so-called the “chicken-egg35
relationship” observed between gene and protein could be explained and the problem about the36
origin of life could be settled by the RNA world hypothesis. However, the fact, that the riddle on37
the origin of life is unsolved still now despite strenuous efforts by many researchers, would indicate38
that the problem has not come to the conclusion [7]. For example, it has been pointed out that39
studies from “ground zero” will be necessary to solve the riddle on origin of life judging from the40
present situation of the studies on the origin of life [8, 9].41

On the other hand, I have proposed [GADV]-protein world hypothesis (GADV hypothesis),42
suggesting that life emerged from[GADV]-protein world [7, 10, 11]. [GADV] means four amino43
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acids, Gly [G], Ala [A], Asp [D] and Val [V]. GADV hypothesis is, of course, an idea discussing the44
origin of life from the standpoint of “protein/metabolism-first”.45

I will show in this communication that life emerged on the primitive Earth as the46
“protein/metabolism-first” theory expects.47

2. Did the first life emerge as expected by the “protein/metabolism first” theory?48

2.1. Two weak points in “protein/metabolism-first” theory or protein world hypothesis49

It is widely considered that there are two weak points in the “protein/metabolism-first”50
theory, as described below (Table 1).51
(i) Protein synthesis is impossible in the absence of gene.52

Of course, only random reactions should occur on the primitive Earth. In addition, one amino53
acid sequence generally corresponds to one structure of a protein. Therefore, extant protein like as54
precision polymer machine could not be produced in the absence of gene or by random joining of55
amino acids. The assertion is totally correct, since one amino acid sequence must be selected out56
from extraordinarily wide sequence space as 20100 = ~10130, to produce the protein (Fig. 1A) [12].57
(ii) Protein replication is also impossible.58

Replication is indispensable for the emergence of life. Nevertheless, protein cannot be59
replicated like as nucleic acids, DNA and RNA, because there is not one to one correspondence60
between two amino acids like as base pair of DNA and RNA.61

Taken the two impossibilities of protein into consideration, it could not be expected that life62
emerged as the “protein/metabolism-first” theory conjectures. Therefore, it would be natural to63
consider that life must emerge as expected by the “gene/replicator-first” theory.64

65
Table 1. Two weak points of protein world hypothesis on the origin of life.66

1 Mature protein means a complete one, which has matured to such as an extant protein like a precision67
polymer machine.68

The reason, why the two assertions described above were led, would be because two69
important points have been overlooked. (i) It is unnecessary to produce protein as one like a70
precision polymer machine from the beginning, and it should be sufficient to produce immature71
water-soluble globular [GADV]-proteins with slightly more flexible structure than extant mature72
proteins (Fig. 1B). [GADV]-amino acids, one of protein 0th-order structures, would make it possible73
to produce the immature protein in the absence of gene on the primitive Earth [13]. The immature74
protein could be evolved to mature protein, after double-stranded gene was formed (Fig. 1C). That75
is, it is unnecessary to assume the “gene-first” for the emergence of life. (ii) It is also unnecessary to76
equip with the ability of self-replication for the emergence of life from the beginning, although the77
ability must be, surely, indispensable for life to live. Not the case, it is sufficient if the ability could78
be acquired at some time point during chemical evolution from inanimate chemical compounds to79
the emergence of life (Fig. 2). In other words, it is unnecessary to assume the replicator-first for the80
emergence of life.81

These points will be discussed in the following Section 2.2. in more detail.82

2. 2. [GADV]-protein world hypothesis grounded on the “protein/metabolism-first” theory83

Here, I will show that the two weak points described in Section 2.1 (Table 1) can be overcome84
by [GADV]-protein world hypothesis, which I have proposed [7, 10, 11]. Outline of evolutionary85

Hypothesis Mature protein synthesis 1 Protein self-replication

Protein world Impossible without gene Impossible
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process to the emergence of life, which was expected by the GADV hypothesis, is described below86
[14].87
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Stage 0: Before formation of [GADV]-protein world109
Various kinds of organic compounds, as amino acids, amines, organic acids and so on, were110

synthesized through lightning in primitive atmosphere [15], at hydrothermal vents in deep sea [16,111
17] and etc. and accumulated on the primitive Earth in the absence of proteinaceous catalyst. The112
organic compounds could be also delivered to the early Earth by meteorites, asteroids, comets, and113
interplanetary dust particles [18].114
Stage 1: Formation of [GADV]-protein world115

[GADV]-protein, actually aggregate of [GADV]-peptides, could be synthesized such as by116
repeated heat-drying process in depressions on rocks (protein-first) [19]. Successively,117
[GADV]-protein world was formed upon accumulation of [GADV]-proteins produced by118
pseudo-replication (Fig. 2 (A)) [20]. Pseudo-replication is the synthesis of water-soluble globular119
[GADV]-proteins with similar amino acid composition but not the same amino acid sequence120
through direct random joining of [GADV]-amino acids. Thus, the most primitive metabolic system121
could be formed in the [GADV]-protein world (metabolism-early) (Fig. 2 (A)).122
Stage 2: Establishment of GNC genetic code123

Oligonucleotide synthesis was carried out by [GADV]-proteins, which led to establishment of124
GNC primeval genetic code through stereospecific interaction between one of [GADV]-amino acids125
and oligonucleotide containing GNC anticodon, which corresponds to the respective126
[GADV]-amino acids. The GNC-containing oligonucleotide became the most primitive tRNA [10, 11,127
14]. Side-by-side dimer formation between the two primeval tRNAs could stimulate128
[GADV]-protein synthesis because of adjoining effect of two amino acids through the two129
complexes [14]. The complexes could also form another type of dimer, one complex opposites to130

(A)

(B)

Gene
Polypeptide

chain

[GADV]-amino acids
(Protein 0th-order structure)

Expression Folding

Random
polymerization

Adaptive
Evolution

Fig. 1. (A) Polypeptide chain (green thick curve) synthesized by gene expression is generally folded into
one tertiary structure (black circle), which has one active center catalyzing a chemical reaction against
one substrate (red ellipse). (B) Random polymerization of [GADV]-amino acids in a protein 0th-order
structure or, for example, in a pool containing [GADV]-amino acids at roughly equal amount, could
produce water-soluble globular protein with flexible structure. A number of active centers for various
organic compounds should appear on surface of the protein, owing to the flexible protein structure.
Various forms of faintly colored marks represent various organic molecules, which could be weakly
catalyzed by the immature protein. Pinkish ellipse indicates weak active center before adaptive evolution.
(C) If one catalytic activity, which is necessary to live, could be found on the flexible protein, the
immature protein could gradually evolve to form mature protein like a precision polymer machine after
invention of double-stranded gene.

(C)
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another complex through base pairing between two complementary GNC anticodons in the131
complexes (Fig. 2 (B)) [14, 21]. Water-soluble globular protein containing only [GADV]-amino acids132
could be produced under the first GNC genetic code for the first time. Protein 0th-order structure or133
[GADV]-amino acids made it possible to synthesize water-soluble globular [GADV]-protein in this134
case too.135
Stage 3: Single-stranded (GNC)n gene formation136

Single-stranded (GNC)n RNA gene could be formed by random joining of GNC anticodons in137
the complexes (gene-late). The protein 0th-order structure, [GADV]-amino acids, also led to138
synthesize water-soluble globular [GADV]-protein with the first single-stranded RNA gene,139
because primeval GNC genetic code encoded [GADV]-amino acids.140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

Figure 2. Formation process of the first primeval genetic system composed of gene, genetic code and160
protein: The formation of the system began with (A) synthesis of immature water-soluble globular161
[GADV]-protein with slightly flexible structure by random joining of [GADV]-amino acids, which162
was followed by (B) establishment of GNC genetic code and (C) creation of double-stranded (GNC)n163
gene. It is clearly indicated that formation of the system was achieved according to the164
“protein/metabolism-first theory”. Thick short and long green lines indicate anticodon and165
single-stranded gene, respectively.166

167
Stage 4: Double-stranded (GNC)n gene formation168

Double-stranded (GNC)n RNA gene was produced through complementary strand synthesis169
of the first single-stranded (GNC)n gene (Fig. 2 (C)). Immature, flexible [GADV]-protein with a170
weak catalytic activity could first evolve to a mature, rigid protein with a high catalytic activity171
through introduction of required base substitutions onto the sense sequence, after formation of172
double-stranded (GNC)n gene (Fig. 1 (C)). Propagation of genetic information to progeny also173
became possible through gene replication at the last stage.174

Therefore, it can be supposed that the process to the emergence of life progressed in order of175
[GADV]-protein synthesis in the absence of gene (stage 1), development of primitive metabolism176
using [GADV]-proteins (stage 1), establishment of primeval GNC genetic code (stage 2), formation177
of the first single-stranded (GNC)n gene (stage 3) and creation of replicator or double-stranded178
(GNC)n gene (stage 4). After the creation of a number of double-stranded genes necessary to live,179
the first life emerged. Note that the processes based on the GADV hypothesis are clearly followed180
as the “protein/metabolism-first” theory expects (Fig. 2 (A), Table 2). On the contrary,181
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double-stranded gene or replicator was formed at the last stage 4 or just before the emergence of life182
(Fig. 2 (C), Table 2).183

184

Table 2. The stage of protein/metabolism or gene/replicator formation, which is assumed by185
[GADV]-protein world hypothesis186

187

2.3. Conditions of molecules for triggering off the emerging of life188

Molecules leading to the emergence of life must satisfy the following conditions.189
1. Organic molecules used for the emergence of life must be synthesized by physical,190
physicochemical and chemical reactions on the primitive Earth.191

For satisfying the first condition, organic molecules should be composed of atoms, of which192
atomic number is as small as possible. In addition, the number of atoms contained in the organic193
molecules should be as few as possible.194
2. Organic molecules must be useful for leading to the emergence of life.195

For satisfying the second condition, chemical reactions, which are necessary to lead to the196
emergence of life, should be catalyzed by organic molecules, in which functional groups with197
positive and negative charges are contained.198
3. Organic molecules must be used, which could trigger off formation of the first fundamental life199
system composed of gene, genetic code and protein.200

This means that the organic molecules should be one of components of RNA (DNA), tRNA or201
protein.202

2.4. Grounds supporting GADV hypothesis based on “protein/metabolism-first” theory203

Here, I will discuss whether [GADV]-protein and [GADV]-amino acids can satisfy the above204
three conditions for triggering off the emergence of life or not, in order to confirm adequacy of205
GADV hypothesis..206

2.4.1. [GADV]-amino acids could be easily synthesized on the primitive Earth207

The first gene and tRNA realizing genetic code are polymers of nucleotides composed of H, C,208
N, O and P. The number of atoms of four nucleotides (AMP, UMP, CMP and GMP) is within the209
range from 34 to 37. On the contrary, [GADV]-protein is a polymer of [GADV]-amino acids210
composed of H, C, N and O. The number of [GADV]-amino acids is ranging from 10 to 19.211
Therefore, [GADV]-amino acids should be more easily synthesized on the primitive Earth than212
nucleotides, because the amino acids are much simpler than nucleotides (Condition 1). In addition,213
the amino acids have positive charge as amino group and negative charge as carboxyl group in the214
molecules. Therefore, peptide bond could be easily formed between the two amino acids in water215
owing to positive and negative charges, indicating that [GADV]-amino acids satisfy the condition 2.216
Needless to say, [GADV]-amino acids, which are components of protein, also satisfy the third217
condition, which is necessary to lead to the emergence of life.218

2.4.2. [GADV]-protein, which was synthesized by random joining of [GADV]-amino acids, could be219
folded into water-soluble globular structure220

Hypothesis
Formation of

protein/metabolism
Formation of
gene/replicator

[GADV]-protein world At the first stage At the last stage
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The reason, why [GADV]-amino acids were used for constituents of the first protein, would be221
because the amino acids are rather smaller molecules in 20 natural amino acids. Certainly, Gly222
carrying H atom as side chain is the smallest amino acid and Ala having methyl group is the second223
smallest amino acid in all amino acids, respectively. However, it is obvious that the amino acids224
were not always selected out from all amino acids in order from the smallest amino acid, because225
the numbers of atoms of serine and cystein are smaller than that of valine. Furthermore, nonnatural226
2-amino butylate, which has ethyl group as side chain, is also simpler than valine. The reason, why227
those amino acids were not used for the first protein, is because serine is turn/coil forming amino228
acid and both cystein and 2-amino butylate without bulky side chain at -carbon atom are -helix229
forming amino acids. In contrast, valine carrying two methyl groups at -carbon atom is -sheet230
forming amino acid. Therefore, one of four conditions for formation of water-soluble globular231
protein or -sheet formability, is not satisfied, if serine, cystein or 2-amino butylate was used for the232
first protein instead of valine. Gly, Ala and Val are the smallest turn/coil, -helix and -sheet233
forming amino acids in all amino acids, respectively. Asp is hydrophilic amino acid carrying234
carboxyl group and Val is hydrophobic amino acid. In other words, [GADV]-amino acids are a235
combination of the smallest amino acids, which can satisfy the four conditions for water-soluble236
globular protein formation [22].237

2.4.3. [GADV]-protein was the fittest polymer leading to the emergence of life238

Next, I will explain that [GADV]-protein and its components, [GADV]-amino acids, are the239
fittest organic molecules for leading to the emergence of life, taken experimental results and the240
results of computer analysis of microbial genes and proteins, which were obtained thus far, into241
consideration.242
1. The results, which were obtained by experiments carried out with Miller’s type electric discharge243
and apparatus simulating hydrothermal vent and by chemical analysis of meteorites, are well244
summarized in the papers published by Higgs [23] and van der Gulik et al. [24], and it is confirmed245
that [GADV]-amino acids could be easily synthesized and accumulated on the primitive Earth.246
2. Peptide bond could be also easily formed between [GADV]-amino acids, for example, by247
repeated heat-drying process in a depression of rock on seaside of the primitive Earth, because of248
electric attraction acting between positive charge on amino group and negative charge on carboxyl249
group of [GADV]-amino acids [19]. Similar results were also reported in 1988 by Yanagawa et al.250
[25].251
3. Luisi has provided the results in his book showing that even simple peptides as Gly-Gly can252
catalyze peptide bond hydrolysis [9]. The results indicate that [GADV]-proteins, which were253
produced even by random joining of [GADV]-amino acids, also could have some catalytic activities.254
In fact, it has been experimentally shown that [GADV]-protein as an aggregate of255
[GADV]-oligopeptides can catalyze hydrolytic reactions of peptide bond in natural protein, bovine256
serum albumin, and of phosphodiester bond in tRNA [19].257
4. It is expected that even polypeptide chain synthesized by random joining of [GADV]-amino acids258
could be folded into water-soluble globular structure, because [GADV]-protein can satisfy the four259
conditions for formation of water-soluble globular protein, which were obtained by computer260
analysis of extant water-soluble globular proteins from seven microorganisms [26].261
5. It is supposed that structure of [GADV]-protein produced by random joining of [GADV]-amino262
acids were more flexible than that of extant protein, because turn/coil forming Gly should263
accumulate on the primitive Earth at a larger amount than -sheet forming Val and, therefore, Gly264
would be incorporated into the [GADV]-protein more than Val. Use of a large amount of Gly would265
inhibit secondary structure formation and weaken hydrophobic core of the protein [22].266
Furthermore, one immature and flexible [GADV]-protein could make it possible to play an267
important role in exhibiting catalytic activities against various substrates (Fig. 1 (B)). The reason is268
because the protein could easily adapt surface amino acid residues to many kinds of organic269
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compounds owing to the flexible protein structure. On the contrary, RNA, of which structure is270
mainly folded with intramolecular hydrogen bonds, would be too rigid to adapt against substrate,271
suggesting that it is difficult for RNA synthesized by random joining of nucleotids to express272
catalytic activity against various organic compounds.273
6. In addition, [GADV]-protein could exhibit catalytic activities of nucleotide metabolism, such as274
RNA polymerase and kinase activities [24]. Those activities could contribute to produce the first275
primeval tRNA, which should trigger off formation of the first single-stranded RNA gene (Fig. 2276
(B)).277

Thus, unlike RNA, [GADV]-protein could be easily synthesized through physical,278
physicochemical and chemical reactions and could exhibit various catalytic activities leading to the279
emergence of life through formation of the first double-stranded RNA gene (Fig. 2 (C)).280

3. Discussion281

It was confirmed that [GADV]-protein world hypothesis can explain evolutionary process to282
the emergence of life without any large contradiction, in spite that the idea is grounded on the283
“protein/metabolism-first” theory, in which two weak points, which it might be impossible to284
overcome, are included (see Section 2. 1).285

On the contrary, RNA world hypothesis is an idea, which is grounded on the286
“gene/replicator-first” theory. If that is correct, first of all, it causes a problem what the gene is in287
the gene-early theory. Does the gene encode an enzyme as like a precision polymer machine?288
However, such a gene could never be created first, because the first gene must be formed by289
random polymerization of mononucleotides, if the gene were made of RNA. Extraordinary large290
sequence diversity (the diversity of RNA encoding even a small protein composed of only 100291
amino acids reaches (43)100 = about 10180) should make formation of the first gene quite difficult or292
actually impossible.293

Metaphorically speaking, it is an idea that a masterpiece could appear during writing294
alphabets randomly. Even the probability that a simple phrase, “origin of life”, appears during295
random writing, reaches 1/2714 = about 1/1020, if space between two words is included as like one296
letter in twenty-six alphabets. This means that even a short novel never appear during random297
writing of alphabets. As a matter of course, an excellent piece of music, similarly, never be298
composed by random arrangement of notes on a sheet music. Letters and notes were not generated299
independently of concrete objects and of imagination in mind but invented to express objects and300
melodies and to record sentences and musics through joining words and melodies, respectively.301
Similarly, a gene or genetic information was created to express amino acid sequence of a protein302
one day in the past through codons of concrete objects or amino acids, and is used to reproduce a303
protein in organisms on the Earth. Thus, information never appear independently of entities in304
every world of literature, music, life and so on. It is concluded here that the “gene-first” theory on305
the origin of life as RNA world hypothesis never be realized.306

In addition, replicator RNA as a chemical material would not acquire any genetic information307
even after repeated base substitutions, because the self-replicated RNA produced independently of308
protein would evolve only to improve the ability of self-replication. Furthermore, the replicator or309
self-replicated RNA would withdraw into the RNA world and the RNA world could not develop to310
RNA-protein world, because the replicator RNA with no relation to protein would not require311
genetic information for protein synthesis. In fact, evidence showing that RNA world developed to312
RNA-protein world has not been provided until now, in spite that more than thirty years already313
passed from proposition of the RNA world hypothesis [4].314

As a matter of course, the extant life system is composed of both gene as a replicator and315
protein with catalytic function, which is necessary to metabolize organic compounds in cell. As316
described above, [GADV]-protein world was first formed by pseudo-replication of [GADV]-protein317
(Fig. 1 (B); Fig. 2 (A)), which was become possible owing to the protein 0th-order structure or318
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[GADV]-amino acids [20]. However, the [GADV]-proteins could not withdraw in the protein world,319
because protein itself cannot be replicated and evolved. Therefore, [GADV]-protein asked RNA to320
assist reproduction of the protein. The necessity of RNA led to establishment of GNC primeval321
genetic code (Fig. 2 (B)) and to formation of the first double-stranded RNA gene as the result (Fig. 2322
(C)). This is the reason, why the genetic system was formed in order of protein and RNA, but not of RNA and323
protein and the first gene or replicator must be produced after [GADV]-protein formation. Thus, the324
so-called “chicken-egg relationship” between gene and protein was established at a time just before325
the emergence of life. Thereafter, the relationship has been maintained without interruption until326
now. Inversely, the relationship has forced not to get separated from each other.327

Then, why has the “gene/replicator-first” theory, which could not be realized during the328
process to the emergence of life, been accepted by many researchers up to the present time? The329
reason would be because they do not sufficiently recognize the significance of GADV hypothesis330
based on protein 0th-order structure or a specific amino acid composition of [GADV]-amino acids.331
Generally speaking, it would be unavoidable to reach to a wrong conclusion, whenever it is332
considered in a situation as overlooking a quite important concept, like as the case of the333
“gene/replicator-first” theory.334
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